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“What are you doing, brother?”

“What do you see here, sister?”

“Ah, little white dragon?That wouldn’t be the young dragon of the little girl who
just came in big, would it?”

“Definitely, the first time I saw a real dragon, he’ll be mine from now on,”Omi
said.

Tang Huan was busy saying, “Brother, don’t ever ah, give it back to that little
girl.”

“No return.”Omi loved the dragon, such a small dragon looked cute, how could
Omi be willing to give it back to that little kid.

“Brother, that little girl must have an unusual origin, besides, the true dragon is
such a noble creature, ordinary beasts will be scared away when asked for the
dragon’s scent, such a precious dragon will not stay for long even in our
hands.”Tang Huan advised Omi.

“Uh, sister, are true dragons very noble?”

“Of course, countless billions of years ago, in this world, there were no humans,
the dragons were the rulers of this world, and dragons have been around longer
than us humans.”

“Oh, I thought that dragons were also a variety of magical beasts.”

Tang Huan was speechless, dragons and magical beasts were not the same kind
at all. A second to remember to read the book

Omi would keep the little white dragon at home for now, as to whether or not to
return it, we would talk about it later.

Early the next morning, Omi and Tang Huan set off for the True Beast Forest.

The purpose of this trip to the True Beast Forest was to hunt and kill magical
beasts in exchange for spirit stones, and then go buy talisman refining materials,
after all, Omi didn’t even have any capital left.



As for the Little White Dragon, Omi naturally brought it with him.

“Brother, let’s just take the little white dragon to the True Beast Forest, what if
we accidentally get eaten by a magical beast?When that little girl finds out, she’ll
definitely find trouble with us.”Tang Huan said.

“Sister, are you going to let me take him, when I get tired of playing with him, I’ll
return him to that who.”

“Alright, then we must protect him.”

“That’s for sure.”

Half a day later, Omi and Tang Huan had entered the True Beast Forest.

“Roar.”A Body Refining Fifth Stage beast saw Omi, and ran away with a low roar.

That’s right, ran, because the beast sensed the terrifying scent of Omi’s body and
hurried to run.

Usually, only if the demonic beast thought there was no danger, it would take the
initiative to pounce.

Omi was currently releasing his Qi around the sixth stage of Body Tempering,
Omi’s aim was to not kill any magical beasts below the sixth stage of Red Grade,
and didn’t want to waste time.Because of the exchange ratio of magical cores, a
Red Grade Sixth Stage magical core was only equivalent to a First Grade Spirit
Stone.

In a blink of an eye, half a month passed.

Omi and Tang Huan were both in a mess, they had already been in the True Beast
Forest for half a month, their bodies were naturally messy.

In this half month, Omi had killed a total of more than two hundred Red Grade Six
or higher magical beasts.

To be more specific, Omi had killed three of the ninth rank Red rank beasts;
twenty of the eighth rank Red rank beasts; fifty of the seventh rank Red rank
beasts; and over 130 of the sixth rank Red rank beasts.

“Sister, we’re almost ready to go back.”

“Well, with so many magic cores, we can exchange more than 300 spirit
stones.”Tang Huan said happily.

With so many spirit stones exchanged this time, there was no telling howmany
levels of the realm we could raise.



However, the higher the realm, the greater the consumption of Spirit Stones, so
300+ Spirit Stones wasn’t much.The main thing was business, and this might earn
more.

“Sister, we don’t use these spirit stones to refine ourselves, we use them to buy
talisman refining materials, and then we use money to make money.The talisman
refining materials purchased with over a hundred spirit stones can produce 1200
first grade talismans, each sold for 2 spirit stones, haha.

2,400 spirit stones now.After deducting the cost, it also made 2100, yay.”Omi
shouted out in excitement.

Tang Huan also laughed wildly with joy, hugging Omi and spinning in circles.

At this moment, not far away, a group of people were standing under the tree,
looking at the whole crazy Omi siblings, and one of them said, “Captain, what are
they doing?Just the two of them?”

“I don’t understand, they look happy, do they, do they gain a lot?”

“Captain, that woman, she seems a bit familiar.”

“Huh, it seems like, I recognize her, she’s Outsider Disciple Tang Huan.”

“What, Tang Huan?It’s the outlying disciple’s very famous peerless beauty, Tang
Huan?”

“Yes, that’s her, I heard earlier that Yang Qian wanted to keep her, but he was
rejected.”

“Captain, the woman Yang Qian wanted to keep, do we dare to touch her
ah?Yang Qian is not something we can offend ah.”

“Hmph, which so what, Yang Qian slapped me last time, I still don’t know how to
take revenge for this, very well, since we’ve met today, don’t miss it.”

“Captain, what are you doing?”

“Kill, no, sleep first and then kill, I heard that this Tang Huan is still a fledgling,
hahaha, today it’s cheap for me, it’s also a revenge against Yang Qian.”Under the
tree, the man known as the captain smiled evilly.

This man, was no longer at the Body Tempering Stage, he had stepped into the
Opening Light Stage, and his realm was the First Order of Opening Light.After
the Body Refining Stage was the Opening Light, and after the Opening Light
Stage was the Heart Illumination.Tang Huan’s father was at the Heart
Illumination Stage.Above the Heart Illumination stage, cultivation was much
more difficult, one step a day.



Omi was happy with Tang Huan when suddenly, a group of people came out and
surrounded them.

“Hmph, quite happy.”The leader of the group snorted.

Omi and Tang Huan were immediately wary.

Tang Huan was busy asking, “Who are you guys?”

“Hahaha, forget about who we are for a moment, let’s start by telling us why you
guys were so happy just now.”

At this moment, Omi looked at this group of people, the strongest captain
among them, Omi couldn’t judge his approximate realm, but there was no doubt
that he must have reached the Enlightenment Stage, how many stages of
Enlightenment was unknown, besides that, there were three other people who
were also at the Enlightenment Stage, and the remaining seven or eight people
were all above the eighth stage of Body Tempering.

This group of people were definitely not weak, the weakest were all at the eighth
stage of Body Tempering, and there were more than ten people in total.

Omi’s current realm was the seventh stage of Body Tempering, and Omi didn’t
know howmuch strength he would be able to reach if he put out his full strength,
so Omi was a little nervous at the moment.

“What do you guys want?”Omi asked.

That captain didn’t even look at Omi, looked at Tang Huan and grunted, “You
must be Tang Huan.”

“Right, who are you guys?”

“Hehe, worthy of being a beauty whose fame has spread to the inner circle
disciples, truly stunning enough, no wonder even Yang Qian wants to take care of
you.”

Tang Huan frowned, it turned out that the person who wanted to take care of her
was called Yang Qian, it looked like that Yang Qian was somewhat famous among
the inner circle disciples.

Tang Huan pulled Omi’s hand tightly, as if he was a little afraid.

Omi smiled, “Don’t be afraid, sister, I’m here.”

Although Omi didn’t have the confidence to deal with this group of people, Omi
at least had the confidence to escape with Tang Huan.



“Yoho, you little brat, you seem to have a pretty wild tone.”One of the opponent
looked at Omi and snorted in disdain, looking like he was looking for death.

At this time, a short man who was dealing with a short man came out and smiled,
“Captain, before killing this little fart, can you give him to me first so I can have a
good time, you know me, I like little boys of twelve or thirteen years old the most,
this age is the most enjoyable.”
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